
H
Subiectivity between Myth qnd History

In his poems on the Hebrew alphabet, Stuart Perkoff wrore,

history is the hand's fingers reaching, reaching for power,

history is the handt fingers pointing ro the furure.

unknown, unknowable. no tool can carve its image.

man as angel. as debased monsrer. porential is infinite.,

Within the avant-garde this was a srarement of a basic, even banal position: if
potential were infinite, then men and women needed to make choices. They

needed vitally to observe the world they lived in and reflect upon their expe-

riences. Few outside anistic circles were willing to embrace semanric multi-

pliciry and epistemological indeterminacy so readily, for it meanr placing

their own identities and social roles into pelperual crisis. Labeling rhe group

that dedicated itself to personal freedom rhrough epistemological uncertainry

"beam," or more contemptuously "beatniks" and later "hippies," was a way

of putting boundaries around a problem much larger than art, but which dur-

ing the rwo decades following \World tMar II was most clearly visible in the

practice of experimental, elite art.

Scientific languages were powerful in the results they could generare, but

understandable only to those in each specific field. Vithin those fields scien-

tific models tended to follow game theory as in quanrum mechanics. The
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relation of science and everyday experience had become more amenuated, so

that the wealth of sociery had come to depend upon epistemological uncer-

tarnta/. Yet when scientific models crossed over into engineering, they under-

went a sea change. Achieving a goal with consistency, be it the production of

an automobile or the launching of a missile, required accepring the absolute

validiry of laws and techniques applicable to the situation. Context was dis-

crepancy to be removed. The growth of systematic professions organized

to execute specific pu{poseful rational action satisfied imporranr aspirations,

emotional as well as material. Professionalism provided people with clear

tasks and consensually approved standards for measuring performance.

Practitioners of aesthetic production were also profess ionahzing and spe-

ctahztng, but their situation was different in one fundamental respecr from the

activities of other systems of practice. The pulposeful rational action of artists

and poets was symbolic rnteraction directed toward mutual understanding of

experiences. The more refined work of anists and poets involved confronring

the ambiguities of language and perception.

Professionaltzation in the arts involved superficially contradictory move-

ments. Poets appeared to be speakirg for the continued relevance of general-

rzed discourse that would more effectively share highly individual situations.

At the same time, there was a turn to ancient technologies of symbolic inter-

action. To many poets, prernodern societies appeared to be more concerned

with social interaction than the accomplishment of puryosive-rational tasks.,

Poets could look back to ancient forms of thought such as the kabbalah,

tarot, the I Ching, and other gnostic traditions to find sophisticated models

for their work. Poets appeared to be reviving archaic modes of thought in

oppniition to modern soci.ry, but they were creating their own episteme of

knowledg. that would give weight to poetic experimentation.

Conflict berween poetic practice and other forms of social activiry also

derived from poetryt origins as a method of shared interacrion. Aesthetic

production challenged the prioriry given noncontextual rarionality in other

fields. Yet as long as poets and artists produced work in order to seek a place
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within sociery, they were also operating in a rational, functional manner. The

challenge to rationaliry then covered a less sweeping task: to become propo-

nents within society of the need to consider the individual situation, the need

not to treat human beings as interchangeable parts of a social machine. The

success and dangers of rational thought demanded a growing sphere for per-

sonal choice and growth. Poets helped articulate that need by emphasizing

the negotiation that went into personal relationships rather than the following

of prescribed rules, the individualiry of ufterance rather than context-free for-

mulae such as those used in production but also found in other areas of soci-

eV, the need for individuation and choice rather than the growth of produc-

tive forces and extension of power. As poets professionahzed their claims,

they transformed anistic production from the conveyance of stable symbolic

values into a game of potential meaning. Language not only did not need firm

referents, but the mystique of serious work was enhanced if it dram attzed

multipliciry and indeterminacy. In the antinomian tendencies of the avant-

garde, the word and the thing coincide only temporarrly, if only because

words become saturated with social context. Pastiche captured a range of

meanings that might envelop a thing during a given temporal and social pe-

riod-much like the electrons surrounding the nucleus of an atom. The spe-

cific position can never be pinpointed, but the shape of possible positions can

be delimited precisely. Artistic production did not shed its symbolic func-

tions, but aesthetic process itself became a symbol of freedom and creativiry,

beyond the specific context within a poem or an arrwork.'

None of this was socially or politically neutral, although these develop-

ments involved a move away from politics as a source of intelpretive value. By

emphasizing the importance of personal experience, the avant-garde in effect

challenged the right of those with institutional posrer to proclaim what the

values guiding social activiry would be. The avant-garde did this in an anar-

chist pose, denying the right of all authoriry, but the question was more pro-

found than simple power relations. Individual experience and a priori norms
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were potenti aily incompatible approaches to the regulation of social interac-

tion. Vhat had been a problem of interest to technicians of the word and the

image undermined the equilibrium of all activities and institutions. Solutions

were to freeze meaning, the preference of social conservatives who proffered

a reified vision of an enduring Christian civilization of which the United

States was the highest instance (or, what was in fact the same thing, the most

degenerate); to imagine sociery proceeding to natural law, which was an un-

stable concept since the degree that technology increased human power and

thereby the potential for expression of individual creativiry undercut the law-

ful basis upon which that progress depended; or to accept the liberating, if

dangerous, potential of epistemological uncert arntf , a world comprised of ef-

fervescent, shifting, pulsating mean-g that might or might not be suitable for

rational planning.

For reasons both external and internal to the avant-garde, its panicular

perspectives provided public discourse with a form of dissent based on defin-

ing one's needs, which required first examining one's relationship to the total

environment. To maintain the possibiliry of autonomy and personal choice

required finding value in confusion. Freedom grew from the possibiliry of

unbounded texts, which, if not based on some utopian scheffi€, became as

ephemeral as human life.

The claims of irrationaliry were not locahzed to the \Mest Coast. Around

the country, people involved in aesthetic experimentation moved in parallel

directions. Paul Goodman and Joh" Cage found national audiences for their

critiques of instrumental rationaliry. Goodman's Growing tJp Abswrd, as well

as his books on communiry planning and Gestalt psycholosy, were explicitly

political and designed to transforrn personal discontents into rebellion against

restdctions on purely personal behavior and against government policies that

pelperuated smrus and privilege at home or abroad. Cage retreated from all

political disputes, but he considered his the ory of chance operations to be

a way of relying upon apparent accident to free oneself from "choices" al-

ready predetermined by ideology and social convention. The Black Moun-
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tain poets, particularly Roben Bly from Minnesora, replicated many of the

developments found in the San Francisco poetry movemenr, although with

somewhat gre ater attention to formal issues. \flalker Percy in New Orleans

converted to the Catholic faith and found in the sense of grace following the

sacraments an inner experience the truth of which escaped all purely socio-

logical explanation, an experience that led him to rejecr segregation and rac-

ism as the products of a ration ahty that conrrolled through categori zationand

rypolo grzing. Amiri Baraka and the Umbra poers group in New York used

poetic practice as a way of expanding what could be said about African-

American experiences, ar1 aim that culminated in the revival of Afrocentrism

in the mid-r96os. Baraka had also been coeditor with Diane De Prima of

Yugen, the wid ely read beat journal published on the East Coast. Alfred

Ligon and the Aquarian movement with its interest in ancient Egyptian gnos-

ticism as the hidden source of African wisdom also provided many of the spe-

cific culrural features of the black power movemenr.4

The common theme of protest movements in the r96os influenced by the

ideas of artists and poets was the insistent demand that the principal decisions

of one's life be voluntary and not coerced. At the very minimuffi, individual

autonomy meant the right to define the meaning of one's own experiences,

and that might include the decision that the satisfaction of desires hitherro de-

creed vicious was positive. Shifts in the boundaries berq/een public and private

authoriry coincided with escalation of United States rroop levels in Vietnam,

but the war was not the determining factor in the spread of these ideas. Atti-

rudes and sryles flowing from the artistic avant-gardes were already a well-

developed and expanding force in American soci ery by 196 j. The conflict in

Indochina stimulated the projecdon ourward of radical uropias as many

rurned to the subjective powers they experienced ro propose alternatives to a

public order believed to be completely evil. To see private experience and

public life as rwo distinct, antithetical orders had profound ramifications for

how one defined the scope of political life and the proper quesrions that

should be included in its deliberations. The relocation of value from public
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order to private experience meant, for example, that "freedom" as the right to

panicipate in civic life with the coresponding obligation to abide by its deci-

sions yielded to a sense of independence from civic life and a diminution of its

sacral character.5

Yet the relation with social realiry was more complicated than the elabo-

ration of myths of freedom that validated the imporrance of personal choice.

In their o\,\rn movement for personal, subjective freedom-that is, the abiliry

to determine meaning for onet ourn experiences-artistic creators claimed to

speak for all who have been excluded from participation in public symbolic

production, even those who might despise the avant-garde and its activities.

Even as the figures we have srudied asserted the right of personal choice

against collective authoriry, thereby restrictrng the realm of public life, they

sought to redefine and expand the public order as a forum for exchange and

petperual revision of meaning, 2s an arena where the imagin ary could be put

into flux so that people could repropose rhemselves, that is to say, repropose

the relationships determining their position in sociecy. In this conception of

social life, the arts, both popular and elite, become a primary form of col-

lective governance, though one lacking any effective sanctions other than

ridicule.

The degree to which issues of personal morality and symbolic production

have replaced substantive economic policy as central quesrions of political de-

bate in the two decades since American withdrawal from Vietnam should

underscore how much the perspectives of mid-cenrury arrs and poerry com-

munities pervaded other sectors of United Stares society, though often in an

inflected form. Out of the cultural conflicts of the late r96os three facrors in

particular became important political realities, factors that we can use to de-

fine the tentative subjective shifts of which avanr-garde artists and poers were

both authors and representative examples: (r) greater frankness in public ex-

pression about varieties of individual behavior, parricularly as related to sexu-

altry; Q) distrust of public life as a persistent threat ro rhe primacy of personal
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experience; (l) fracturing of a unified American identiry based on shared

myths of a common natural history.

The first factor stemmed from the suspension of many legal restrictions on

personal behavior. Among the rapid changes berureen r g6S and r97t in the

legal rights of individuals to make fundamental decisions about the condi-

tions of their lives were the end of censorship of artistic statemenrs and circu-

lation of information on sexualiry; relaxation of enforcement, if not acrual

repeal, of laws against homosexual relations; and most importanr, the Su-

preme Coun's 1973 Roe v. Wade decision protecting a womant right to an

abonion through an extension of the priyacy doctrine. Each of these devel-

opments became an area of intense political contest, and by the end of the

r98os, conservatives had succeeded rn using their control of the adminisrrative

and judicial branches to limit access to abortion and ro narrow rhe speech

rights of those who accepted government funds. The American body politic

remained divided over the degree to which individuals should be allowed

to propose their own interests and identities, while the conservative voting

bloc contained a well-or ganrzed, minoriry that passion arcly rejected the trans-

fer of moral authoriry from established hierarchical instirutions to individual

decision.

If public opinion polls are to be trusted, the retreatof the government from

controllirg intimate personal behavior did not inidally develop from popular

demand. In r97z rwo-thirds of women and three-fifths of men in the United

States opposed legali zation of abonion, and state referenda attempting to win

abonion rights consistendy failed by large margins.5 The demand for abor-

tion rights appears to have come from a relatively small but influential group,

largely college educated, whose interests converged with those of a long-

established civil liberties lobby that had developed legal theories to support

abrogation of majo riry rule in siruations concerning purely individual and

personal behavror.T The sectors in society most strongly supporting abor-

tion were indeed the core culrural consumers in the United Shtes, not only
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for elite culture, but for much of popular culrure. Their attitudes therefore

tended to find a disproponionate share of public culrural expression if only

because motion picture and music producers, publishers, advertisers, and, in-

creasin gly, television programmers targeted their product toward a younger,

college-educated, professionally oriented population. 8

Motion pictures, popular music, television became freer in the subjects

they explored and in the language used, while formal concerns in the elite arts

dissolved into a sometimes joyful, sometimes morose, often puzzhng aes-

thetic based on the ruprures ber,veen signifiers and signified, which furthered

exploration of how the languages we use to represent and analyze experience

create what we believe to be the events of our lives. Culture became a field

where "anything goes," meaning that vicarious exploration of the wide vari-

eties of individual behavior becam e a malor interest for both creators and au-

diences. The direction of the counterculture, of the bohemian project as it en-

tered into mass culrure, was not social, but subjective reforrn. The abiliry to

speak of experiences that had always been painful but had only recently be-

come expressible did not mean, however, either that pain vanished or that its

causes were known. The narration of self was the first step in a process with

no predefined conclusion, but which would at the very least force others in

sociery to acknowledge the variery of experiences their world encompassed.

The second outcome was the success of the antiwar movement in discred-

iting the motives of public leaders. Opponents to the war appear never at any

point between ry6y and ry7 j to have gained majoriry support for their views.

The counterculrure and the New Left more likely helped establish the con-

servative hegemony over the executive and judicial branches after ry58. By

reducing political questions to existential choices, the counrerculrural oppo-

sition helped a majonty of voting Americans (many of whom were not part

of the k.y culrure-consuming groups) to clarify their positions. As the public

observed the symbolic struggles waged during the intensification of the Viet-

narn Var, many did in fact "g.t it," and reahzedthat their hearts were not the

same as Snyder's and his colleagues'.
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Nonetheless, in 1959 the editors of Fortune magazine, dubbing antiwar

protestors "forerunners," predicted that their general opinions on govern-

ment and business would ultim ately find a receptive audience in the general

public, even if attirudes toward demonstrators remained ambivalent. e In the

aftermath of the warlargemajorities of the American public did abandon un-

questioning trust in the inherent goodness of their government to become

equally suspicious of the motivations and competence of all public leaders. In

1978, T4percent of those interviewed for the ltlew York Times agreed that the

"government was controlled by big business for its own profiq" a statement

with which only r 8 percent had agreed in r 9t8. Disenchantment with public

solutions to social problems was a factor in decline in voter-participation

rates, particularly among those who reached voting age afrcr 1965. A I' ew

York Times survey of nonvoters in r 979 found that ;8 percent of those who

did not vote gave as their primary reason that the country needed "greater

change than was possible to achieve at the ballot box," while 4r percent of

those who voted agreed with the statement. Of those who held this opinion,

67 percent classified themselves as conservatives, jr percent as liberals, ir-
dicating the degree to which distrust of public authoriry reflected but also

crossed ideological alignment.l, Americans had won greater personal free-

dom, but had sacrificed in exchange their faith in an effective public order.

The belief that crimes lay at the founding of the American state was a spe-

cific instance of a broader distnrst of all institutions, which was felt most

strongly by those groups finally able to speak of the oppression that had

shaped both their collective histories and their members' individual develop-

ment. A third outcome developing from honoring the truth of personal ex-

perience was widespread recognition that American national mphs had little

relevance for, and often falsified and mocked, the acrual histories of the coun-

try's many social groups.

The claims of the aesthetic avant-garde foundered in this awakening of

multipliciry that it had helped foster. The claim to universal truth found

through the special link aesthetic process had to cosmological process in fact
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limited the varirry of expedence by projecting artists' and poets' relatively

narrow situations onto a pu{ported universal (counter)subject. The rise of

women's, ethn tc, gay, and lesbian arts movements in the late ry6os and early

r97os marked the end of an aesthetics-defined avant-garde. These new move-

ments challenged the largely white male contours of the old er ayant-garde,

but more imponant, artistic process itself no longer provided the critical im-

age of liberation or the advenrure that gave a new identiry through discovery

of timeless elements within and without. These artists and poers turned in-

stead to examine the repressed histories of their groups to help (re)consrmcr

autonomous culrures and confirm the identities that those histories gave

them as individuals. Creative people were among the firsr ro bring the expe-

riences of wom en, gays, lesbians, as well as those of the variery of nationalities

and races constituting the American poliry, to the surface in a form of ongo-

ing national shock treatment. Changing ways of understanding and repre-

senting subjectiviry were central to the processes by which subordinate

groups attempting to assert their own authoriry and multipliciry contested

with some success the previous ideal of a unified, consensual body politic.

The battle for increased opportuniry and access to the instrumentalities of

power had coincided with a claim for the freedom to tell onet own story for

oneself.

Radical utopia was away of rurning to the elements within subjective experi-

ence for a reformulation of social organization. The known satisfactions of

personal life would replace the confusions and fn rstrations of public life. The

imagination of communiry was a necessary step in achieving a sense of the self

that could take its place in sociery without necess anly accepting the social nar-

ratives proposed by those at the top of the hierarchy. Confronting "repres-

sion" was part of this process as it stigmattzed convention as compulsion and

valortzed expl oratory openness to changing patterns of connections. Yet any

vision of communiry was unstable as long as its foundations lay in the shared
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hopes of potentialiry rather than mutual obligations that restricted the scope

of funher change. In ryt6 G^ry Snyder wrote in his journal that

the poet must choose: either to step deep in the stream of his people, his-

torft tradition, folding and folding himself in wealth of persons and pasts;

philosophy, humaniry, to become richly foundationed and great and sane

and ordered. O., to step beyond the bound onto the way out, into hor-

rors and angels, possible madness or silly Faustian doom, possible utter

transcendence, possible enlightened rerurn, possible ignominious wormish

perishing. "

At a period when he supposedly was breaking with his homeland, Snyder al-

ready recogn rzed that innovation was a path for a{fiLrning continuiry through

selecting those aspects of one's life that were most meaningful and developing

them as the basis for future growth. To formulate hopes for the future re-

quired narrating one's experience and reproposing oneself as a subject of a

story one did not fully control, nor could ever control without replicating the

imperial monster that one sought to escape.

Thirty-five years later, in r99o, Snyder defined freedom as the abiliry to

work within the limitations of imperrnanence and imperfecdon. Human in-

adequacy he felt was the source of freedoffi, as rilas the tendency for ideas to

fall short of realty, because failure created "play in systeffiS, room for chanBe,

though at the cost of pain ." t2 Zen had been a path of freedom for him because

he learned that nothing was established, everything changed, and no rndi-

vidual was determined. Unlike the fundamental posrulate of European ratio-

nalist philosophy, nibil ex nihilo, Zen taught him that everything ultimately

came out of nothing and manifested itself first through action that on its initial

appearance had no discernible motive or predictable effect. AZenroshi might

tell an adept who complained that life in the monastery was too rigid:

"You have complete freedom here. Express yourself. Vhat have you got to

show me? Show me your freedom!" This really puts you on the linr
"Okay, I've got my freedom; what do I want to do with it?""
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J"dg*ent and pou/er in and of themselves were not freedom, even if essential

aspects of human action. Instead, the scope of free human action was rather

naffov/: the abiliry to act and demonstrate one's virnre in specific siruations

where the end results \ rere not and could not be predictable.

In less dramatic but more commonplace manifestations, freedom meant

only an abiliry to evaluate one's life and make significant life-course decisions

with the full knowledg. that onet commitments limit further action and re-

duce the scope for furure freedom of responsible action. For if freedom

comes into being through action, its presence reveals a need to redefine rela-

tionships with other beings. As relationships mature and become more com-

plex, the abiliry to change them becomes more restricted because the conse-

quences for those involved become increasingly more serious. The life that

has been lived is no longer a source of freedom because the story of that life

involves the people that its actions enveloped.

In the mid-twentieth-cenrury youth and artists symbolically occupied a

position in United States culture representing popular concerns and yearnings

for innovation. Both "youth culrure" and the avant-garde increasingly gained

more significant and lucrative places in the national imagination. By the early

t96os, elements of youth culture and the avant-garde began to merge so that

work directed toward educated young people became vehicles for transmit-

tirrg the onc e arcane ideas of artists and poets into the general culture. Ameri-

cans felt that they had the greatest potential for change at the transition from

adolescence to adulthood when a person had no fundamental ties, while

artists, demonstrated with particular clariry in Kerouact novels, seemed to

have discovered a method for prolonging that state of transition indefinitely.

Kerouact fame served, however, a double function in the public imagination,

for the scandal surrounding him reminded his readers that refusal to enter

into responsible relationships in itself becomes a restricting rather than liber-

ating factor. As the range of action coincides more and more with irrespon-

sibiliry the costs of freedom increase to a point where the most free act is to

accept the consequences of one's previous actions. This was the position at
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which most avant-garde poets and painters arrived in their variations on do-

mesticiry and professionalism. Th.y affirmed traditional goals and values as

the highest, though not obligat ory, product of individual liberry.

By far the most common source of utopian vision was found in an ideal of

love, family, and household which reached one of its most consistent exposi-

tions in Gary Snydert proposals that the family could become the basis for

global reorgan tzatron Those who acted as if domestic relations could provide

an alternative to a public order they deemed hopelessly brutal and doomed

passed over the possibiliry that the external oppressive context was essential to

what made the promise of domesticiry attractle and necessary. To place one's

hopes in domesticiry was to affirm a pillar of conservative social thought in

rwentieth-century America, one of the k.y images in the monolithic ideology

of the "American'Wry of Life" that they fought in so many other ways. In no

aspect of human behavior were stereorypes more deeply entrenched than in

the areas of sexualiry and engenderrnent. The affempt to find "prelinguistic"

truth often meant accepting stereorypes as the expression of an "origin dl,"

namral order that could be turned against sociery's dictates.

The result was an apparent anomaly: regressive, if more traditional, as-

pects of social thought undermine more progressive forms of social organi-

zatlon in order to create a space where the individual can move with greater

autonomy from collective authoriry. Reflection upon experience proved not

to be an external fulcrum for changing sociery. Yet to attack the authoriry of

government, established religion, and employers to impose their meanings

upon ostensibly fre e cittzens u/as to undercut a system of subordination and

the stnrcrLrred hie rarchy in which domestic relations had derived some of

their characteristics. Domesticiry was a form of manipulated consent when its

instirutions constnrcted an idenury the terms of which superiors defined and

enforced. But what if people, in assaulting what they considered the arbrtrary

poril/ers of others over their lives in professional position and employment,

chose to idealize livin garrangements that had been part of an oppressive social

structure? Do they then unknowi"gly reproduce the oppression from which
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they have sought to escape? The question is complicated but cenrral because

upon the answer one gives hangs an assessment of the validiry of personal

judgment and desire as guides to action, of the theoretical capabiliry of people

to define a position for themselves that is genuinely theirs and nor simply the

replication of a subordinating ideological structure. If, as Roben Duncan ar-

gued, theory contained at the hean of its rational strucrures a mythologized

form of irrational desire, there could never be an objective fulcrum for lever-

aging social change. All approaches replicated the contradicdons that made

transformation seem urgent. Those involved in change also sought to main-

tain privileges and pleasures, as well as power over others. Theory and expe-

rience were needed to correct each other, for they reproduced differenr as-

pects of the system from which they emerged. Escape was impossible, so any

change haci to start at apoint of r,ulnerabiliry. Whether desired or not, inno-

vation always involr,.ed an element of continuiry.

Could the posrwar American aesthetic avant-garde have possibly found a

platform for challenging the exercise of power without simukaneously af-

firming an element of interior life that could acr as a counreraurhoriry, that is

without necessarily relying on fantasy images of srereorypes rhat satisfied de-

sires for both change and stasis ? Or conversely, to conrinue with the one issue

of domesticiry, could they have found a way for companionare marriage to

continue as a practical ideal in their own lives without subverting the en-

crusted, authoritative ideologies surrounding love as unfulfilled sexual need

and marnage dll death springing from impulsive ignorance? The prevalence

of stereorypes guaranteed that the poetic language of post-World Var II
America was infected with the deception of social lies, but that was a condi-

tion for poetic language operating as a challenge ro the very falsiry and decep-

tion infusing it. There could be no untainted experience, so, ro use Duncan's

paradigm, poetic language was utterance that broughr ro the surface (even

when it refused to acknowledge its own contradictory sources) the civil war

of its inception-a desire to belong was yoked ro a desire ro sepa ratq at least

to the point where the basic conditions of one's existence appeared volunt ary,
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a desire to be free linked to a desire to exercise arbrtrary power and to find

one's position through "dependents." In this confusion of apparently contra-

dictory demands emanating from different aspects of one's life lay the basis

for choice.

Stereorypes that linked people back to the sociery they critrctzed nonethe-

less established the imaginative basis for, hence the possibiliry of, independent

action. One need not have, and indeed is unlikely to have, a fully developed

philosophy behind onei actions. "Discipline of following desires, akuays do-

ing what you want to do, is hardest," Snyder wrote in his journal in r 9t 5. "It

presupposes self-knowledge of motives, a careful balance of free action and

sense of where the culture taboos la1.-knowing u,hethe r a particular 'desire'

is instinctive, cultural, personal, a product of thought, contemplation, or the

unconscious."'o Stereorypes provided an alternative to the hard work of self-

reflection. Cultural shifts begin with the opening of a door previously shut,

an awareness of having to choose berween apparently contradictory de-

mands, with a vision of new possibilities that do not preclude maintaining

access to the position from which one began. One possible, indeed likely re-

sponse is to refuse as long as one can to reco gnrze the distinction berween

continuiry and innovation, as one young girl in the Haight-Ashbury did

when she told an interviewer rn ry67 that her goal was to enter into a marriage

that would last until death. Knowing that this contradicted widely held pre-

conceptions about the counterculture and free love, she added, "The thing

that isn't traditional is that I won't get married because I want to sleep with

somebody. I'll get married when I feel like I want to have somebodyt chil-

dren, and raise them with him for the rest of my life, their lives, our lives. But

I don't feel that you've got to have permission from sociery in order to live

with somebody."ts

After the r 968 elections public life in the United States entered a period of

disjunction berween increasingly more open cultural and relatively cons erva-

tive political preferences. The stalemate left open as a divisive social issue

questions of how much control government should have over private deci-
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sions. Did the subjective focus of the aesthetic avant-garde that found in pri-

vate life a haven from the disorders of public life ultimat ely rea{firrn srrucrures

that organized consent ro a hierarchical and oppressive sysrem? Or did they

work to loosen those srrucrLrres so rhat play of potential meaning undercur

the abiliry of those who had monop olizedpower ro rransmit a single point of

view and thus enforce their will with relative ease? Is it possible to develop

norrnative standards for distributive justice withour negating heterogeneiry of

experience? These remain open problems of conrem porary American culture

because, while the political tensions are real, from a perspective that focuses

on subjective process these apparent oppositions dissolve. The balance be-

rween private and public componenrs of identiry involves the degree to which

individuals combine their own experiences with the theories available to them

and leave open the abiliq, to act without certainry of the results but within a

model of the world that coheres in a relatively predictable way. Innovation

stands fonh as a srrategy for conservation, even apotheosis, of one's past. Pro-

cesses of consent lead to multipliciry so that, for example, the nearly universal

ideal of domesticiry becomes the field for the mosr intense culrural warfare

over various definitions of what a family might be.

A retreat into an aesrhetic vision proved to be a way of maintaining and

deepening critique of social realiry, but in a manner that refused to reduce it-
self to categories subservient to political ideology. The conclusion that art

could be autonomous from civic life may be an illusion (as to a degree all hu-

man beliefs are), but it was one that grew our of reflection on rhe history of
the times. Nor did it preclude acrive involvemenr, but the perspecrive cau-

tioned that alongside the public persona was a pnvare imagination, the trurhs

of which were also essential for achieving onet goals.

The polarities I have identified in cultural statemenrs from California,s

poets and artists-porenriahry/necessiry, commerce/rmagination, public/pri-
vate, ration aliry / irrati on ali ry, innovation/continuiry, aesthetics /politics-re -
flect a stage in the synrhesis of what had previously been perceived as his-

torical opposites. \ffithin the subjective consciousness of anists and poers, a
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culrural adaptation can be seen, zn adapation that allowed them to move

from the interwar posing of tradition and experirnentation as political oppo-

sites-Andre Breton's choice of social change through automatic writing or

T. S. Eliot's choice of social hierarchy and the poem that rooted itself firmly

in the collective wisdom of tradition-to the posrwar period where conflict-

irrg ,pproaches to the function of anwithin society merged and became aba-

sis for a presumed direct expression of an authentic personal experience. The

separation of art and social praxis was a developing fact as artists withdrew

into the relative autonomy of their own institutions, but the apparent elitism

of the posrwar ayant-garde was deceptive. Difficulry was not necessarily in

conflict with democratic values, nor was the desire to create a practice inde-

pendent of mass communications. Neither proved insurmountable obstacles

to finding celebriry starus and reiativelr, large audiences. The practice of art

became a field that allowed private concerns to enter into the realm of public

discourse in ways that ultimately altered the terrns of political contention.

Proliferation of narratives has forced instirutions to treat conflict rather

than harmony as the practical basis of civic life. To use Robert Duncan's meta-

phor, social interaction has become a debate berureen poeffis, in which each

person tries with varying degrees of success to convey the meaning that he or

she has found. All that emerged from the travails of the artists and poets

whose stories we have turned and returired was mere possibiliry. Th.y helped

for a yet-undetermined length of time to widen the scope of experience to

which sociery will listen and respond. Those so moved can testify in as con-

crete terrns as possible of their lives, bringing to the surface the confusing

multipliciry of experience, including the shifting inteqpretations and the fa-

bulistic roots of consciousness that in its socially determined forms seek ex-

pression in stereorypes. There was no happy ending of mania exhausted and

order restored, or of tyranny toppled and a new psychosocially therapeutic

regime growing from the ruins. There were no utopias whatsoever emerging

from the r 96os, of either the right or the left, of stasis or innovation, of free-

dom unchained or repression reinstated, only a peculiar symbiosis in which
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consciousness bridged desires for stabiliry and innovation in unremitting ten-

sion. O"ly a potentiahry, a modest increase in "freedom of speech."

Yet through the assertion of needs that poetry and art do little more than

describe with varying degrees of eloquence, new social facts sprang into exis-

tence, if only because expression required someone else-be it a lover or the

president-to make a response. Strangely, freedom is a meaningful category

to the degree that it becomes unfreedoffi, that is, when human action is no

longer simply the epiphenomenal play of possibiliry but creates facts that oth-

ers must consider in the contingency that presses upon them.
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